[April (3) (W*)T\Tli-W* = (0). (4) ni-IF* contains no nonzero ®-modules.
Proof. w(W) = (W*)n* and thus (1) is true. Statement (2) is just the definition of IF*. To prove statement (3) we notice that if fE(W*Y* then/;¿0 if and only if/(1)^0. If «r/£(IF*)ni for some fEW* and mGiu then (»i-/)(l)=/(»i)=»i\f(l) =0. Thus «r/=0. We have thus proven (3) . IffErii-W* and if U(®)-fEni-W* then (g-f) o 7 = 0 for all g ££/(©). In fact, if (g-f) o y ^0 for some gE U(®) then g-f oyE(W*)n* (by the remarks preceding the lemma) and g-fEni-W* implies that g-(foy)Erii-IF*C\(IF*)n2 = (0), which is a contradiction. We thus have 0 = (g-f)(y(l)) = (g-f)(l)=f ( We note that Lemma 2 is formally half of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem. We conclude this section with a useful sufficient condition for simplicity of IF*. 
Thus £ is well defined and injective. £ is now clearly an f)-module isomorphism. This contradiction implies that M=W*.
3. An imprimitivity theorem. In this section we prove the converse of Lemma 2.1. We maintain the notation of §2.
Theorem 3.1. If V is a ®-module such that (4) iti ■ V contains no nonzero ty-submodules of V then V is ®-isomorphic with (F"2)*.
Proof. By the P-B-W theorem P(@) = t/(n2+b) +ni • U ( (3) implies that V= ^©m-V an b-module direct sum. Let P: F->F"2 be the corresponding b-module projection. We define b: Q.E.D.
As a corollary to Theorem 3.1 we derive the main result of [S] without using the technique of "double dualization." Corollary 3.1. Suppose that V is a finite dimensional simple @-module and that tti and rt2 act nilpotently on V. Then V is isomorphic with (F"2)* as a ®-module.
Proof. We show that ^satisfies conditions (l)- (4) 
But lu acts nilpotently on V; thus the above inclusion implies the contradiction F=(0). Thus iti-FfW2 = (0). Finally, since nr V is a proper subspace of V, nv F cannot contain any nonzero ©-submodule of V.
4. The standard decomposition of a semisimple Lie algebra. In this section we assume that ® is semisimple and that K is of characteristic 0 and algebraically closed. Let f) be a Cartan subalgebra of ® and let A be the root system of ® with respect to b. That is, let A be the set of all linear forms a on f) such that the set ®a = {xE® | [h,x] = a(h) -x for all hEfy} is nonzero. Let ir be a set of linearly independent elements of A such that every element of A can be written as an integral combination of the elements of x with the coefficients all having the same sign. Such systems always exist, see e.g. Jacobson [3] . Let >-be a linear order on A corresponding to t (i.e. o:>-0 if a=^nyy sum over y£tt with ^Z«v>0). Let n+=2«>o®ai n= £a<o ®«. Then ® = n~©b©n+ is a decomposition of ®. For details see Cartier [l] or Hochschild [2] . We also note that the map U(®)°® P(®)°->P(®)° given by /®/'-»/-/' is a ©-module homomorphism. Thus ® acts on t/(®)° as derivations.
We now return to the case ® semisimple and A characteristic 0 and algebraically closed, and we maintain the notation of §4. If V is a ©-module and pQij" we set (as before) V"-{vQV\ h-v=p(h) -v}.
We also note that if XGf)° then (setting) P(AX) = P(X) C P(®)°. Set n~U(®)<> = {/GP(®)°|/(Mg)=0 for all nQrr, gQU(®)}. Lemma 5.1. (a) n"P(®)° is a subring of U(®)°.
(b) J/X, X', p, p'QÍ)0 then P(X)"-P(X')"-CTXX+X'WProof, (a) Let «Gn", gQU(®), f, f'Qn~U(®)<>. Then f-f'(ng) = e(ng(f®f)). Let g-(f®f) = £,y/,-® //, //,/< Gn" P(®)° (if /Gn"P(®)° then g-fQn~U(®)«). e(ng(f®f'))= e^-E/i®//) = e(2>-/i ® //+/,■ ® «•//)) = EVi(«)-//(i) +/*(!)//(»)) = o.
Thus/./'G" P(@)°.
(b) is proved similarly. Let P(®)=[/Gn"P(®)°|dimx P(®)-/<oo|. Clearly F(®) is a subalgebra of n"P(®)° and foQF(®).
Theorem 5.1. P(@) contains every finite dimensional simple ©-module exactly once. Furthermore, P(@) = ^3x F^ a ®-module direct sum over allX dominant integral (that is if aQir then 2(X, a)/(a, a) is a nonnegative integer). Furthermore V*-Vy = Fx+X' if X and X' are dominant integral.
